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When Public Defenders and Prosecutors Plea Bargain Race – A More Truthful Narrative

PROFESSOR ELAYNE E. GREENBERG*

“Change will not come if we wait for some other person or some other time. We are the ones we’ve been waiting for. We are the change that we seek.”

Barack Obama¹

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper challenges prevailing stereotypes about public defenders and prosecutors and updates those stereotypes with a more accurate narrative about how reform-minded public defenders and prosecutors can plea bargain race to yield more equitable justice outcomes.²

I was invited to the discussion about criminal justice reform in plea bargaining, because of my work in dispute resolution, dispute system design, and discrimination.³ Plea bargaining is a justice system negotiation that is used in upwards of 97% of criminal case dispositions.⁴ Unlike many of my colleagues in criminal justice reform who have also had years of experience working in the criminal justice system, I have little experience in the criminal justice system.⁵ Thus, I approached this work with a beginner’s mind.

With this fresh perspective, I was struck by the biases that existed toward public defenders and prosecutors.⁶ Public defenders are basically good

---

¹ President Barack Obama, Night of Super Tuesday Speech (Feb. 5, 2008) (found at obamaspeeches.com/E02-Barack-Obama-Super-Tuesday-Chicago-IL-February-5-2008.htm).
² See infra Part IV.A-B.
³ See infra Part IV.A-B.
⁴ See infra Part IV.A-B.
⁵ See infra Part IV.A-B.
⁶ See infra Part IV.A-B.
people who are overworked and rendered incompetent by their unmanageable caseloads. They wield unfettered discretion solely to advance their conviction rates, not to achieve just outcomes. Unspoken, but lived, a disproportionate number of Black defendants are the casualties of these biases. Ironically, I also couldn’t help but observe how even some of the most respected criminal justice scholars who have devoted their careers to ending biased justice outcomes, acknowledged their own long-held biases about public defenders and prosecutors based on their personal work experiences in the criminal justice system.

These biases are so entrenched in our worldviews that they made their way into the 2020 Democratic presidential debates. When voters were trying to assess each presidential candidates’ biases toward criminal justice reforms, as one measure, voters took note of who had served as a prosecutor and who served as a public defender. During the debate, President Biden proudly stated that he left work at a large law firm and chose instead to work as a public defender. Vice President Harris talked about what she had accomplished as a prosecutor. We know what inferences were drawn based on the criminal justice role each candidate had chosen.

A distorting consequence of these stereotypes is that public defenders and prosecutors, the primary legal actors in plea bargaining, are held responsible for the actions of others.


12. Id.

13. Id.

14. Id. See also Reginald Dwayne Betts, Kamala Harris, Mass Incarceration and Me, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 8, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/20/magazine/kamala-harris-crime-prison.html. (“Harris argued that the ongoing struggle for equality needed to include both prosecuting criminal defendants who had victimized Black people and protecting the rights of Black criminal defendants.”).

15. Paz, supra note 11.
for the disparate justice outcomes when they plea bargain race. They are blamed for the historical branding of Black defendants as dangerous criminals. They are blamed for the fact that African Americans are 5.9 times more likely than their white counterparts to be incarcerated. They are blamed for the fact that eighteen and nineteen year old Black males are 12 times more likely to be imprisoned than their white counterparts. They are held responsible for the disparate number of Black defendants who receive longer sentences compared to their white counterparts accused of similar crimes, the disparate number of Black defendants who plead guilty even when they are innocent and the disparate number of Black defendants who are sentenced as adults even when they are teenagers.

These legal actors are blamed for perpetuating a retributive justice system that focuses on punishment, rather than rehabilitation of Black defendants. Prosecutors and public defenders are blamed for a retributive justice system that punishes the crime at hand rather than addressing the systemic racist etiology that causes the crime. And, they are blamed for a retributive system that views crime as a state-centered response often at the exclusion of the community and victim concerns.

---


20. Id. at 9.


22. See, e.g., Sarah Gonzalez, Kids in Prison Getting Tried as An Adult Depends on Skin Color, WNYC NEWS (Oct. 10, 2016), https://www.wnyc.org/story/black-kids-more-likely-be-tried-adults-cant-be-explained/ (stating that in New Jersey, nearly 700 minors were tried as adults during a five year period, and nearly 90% were Black or Latino).


25. See Davis, supra note 23, at 67; Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2317-19 (In punitive justice systems, “[t]he role of the sovereign is to regulate behavior, and in doing so, to determine guilt and punishment.”); Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2297 (“Unless the prosecutor has received
Another disabling consequence of these stereotypes is that public defenders and prosecutors are publicly cast as enemies, expressing scorn for the other and the roles they represent. Negotiation scholars teach us that such an adversarial and polarizing stance is toxic in plea negotiations, especially when justice is at stake. Instead, a more collaborative, problem-solving mindset is more likely to yield a responsive and equitable justice outcome.

While some of the stereotypes about public defenders and prosecutors may have represented the status quo at an earlier time and may still hold some truth, these biases are frozen in time. They obscure a growing trend in which many public defenders and prosecutors are now actually criminal justice reform activists. These stereotypes of prosecutors and public defenders omit how public defenders and prosecutors are now incentivized to help reform racialized criminal justice outcomes in plea bargaining race, and they omit what affirmative steps can be taken to mitigate the problem.

This paper refocuses the plea bargaining race discussion on a more truthful narrative about how public defenders and prosecutors are changing how they plea bargain race to yield more racially justice outcomes. This more accurate narrative describes how public defenders and prosecutors are expanding the plea bargaining process from a solely retributive focus to include a restorative focus. This restorative focus looks at the Black defendant as a human being who should take responsibility for any crimes committed, and be rehabilitated, not punished. A restorative justice focus

---

26. See, e.g., Abbe Smith, Good Person, Good Prosecutor in 2018, 87 FORDHAM L. REV. 3, 3-4 (2018) (stating that from a public defender’s perspective, choosing to become a prosecutor is a “moral choice” which requires one to choose to lock people up as part of the United States’ “shameful system.”).


28. See, e.g., Fisher et al., supra note 27; Mnookin, supra note 27; Ury, supra note 27.


30. See infra Part III.A.

31. See infra Part IV.A.

32. See infra Part IV.B.

33. See infra Part IV.A-B.

34. See infra Part III.B-C.

35. See, e.g., Davis, supra note 23, at 69; Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2317-19 (In punitive justice systems, “[t]he role of the sovereign is to regulate behavior, and in doing so, to determine guilt and punishment.”); Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2297 (“Unless the prosecutor has received
encourages public defenders and prosecutors to take a more holistic perspective on crime etiology and include the community, the victim and the defendant to consider more responsive justice options for case disposition.36 This restorative focus mobilizes the resources of the community and concerns of the victim to help shape a responsive justice process.37 Additionally, a restorative justice focus helps mitigate the systemic racism in the criminal justice system.

This more truthful narrative describes how prosecutors and public defenders are shifting from working combatively against each other to working collaboratively to help mitigate the disparate racial justice outcomes that occur in plea bargaining.38 Also, it highlights how emerging plea bargaining scholarship encourages public defenders and prosecutors to apply negotiation theory and skills in the plea bargaining process that will help to mitigate racially disparate pleas.39

My focus is on plea bargaining, because plea bargaining is the decision hub in which upwards of 97% of criminal cases receive justice dispensation.40 Moreover, plea bargaining is the process in which motivated public defenders and prosecutors have the power to discount racially compromised policing and replace it with more racially neutral information that will help decide more equitable justice outcomes.41 The immediate goal is to strengthen the individual negotiation and collaborative skills of public defenders and prosecutors when they plea bargain race to promote fairer and less racialized justice outcomes in plea bargaining.42

---

36. See Davis, supra note 23, at 69-71; Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2316, 2318 (“The criticism of [a punitive] criminal justice system [is] related both to its ineffectiveness in reducing criminality and to its failure to address victims’ needs.”); Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2299-2300 (discussing the pros and cons of a restorative justice approach to prosecution).

37. See Davis, supra note 23, at 71-72; Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2318 (stating that the purpose of a restorative justice system is to have input from the victims and the community); Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2305 (“[R]estorative justice processes ar by their nature individualized, community-oriented, and victim-centered.”).

38. Davis, supra note 23, 71-72.


41. Greenberg, supra note 3, at 139-40.

42. Id. at 134-36.
This discussion will continue in four parts. In the first section, I discuss why the prosecutors and public defenders need to change how they plea bargain race.43 The second section describes how the common practice of plea bargaining race, ignores the lessons of cognitive behavioral psychologists and negotiation scholars and yields racially disparate justice outcomes.44 In the third section, I spotlight how progressive prosecutors are changing the plea bargaining race status quo.45 Contrary to the stereotypes about prosecutors, I report how progressive prosecutors are using their broad discretionary power to implement criminal justice reform.46 As part of this reform, they are working with public defenders to expand the plea bargaining culture from one that has a retributive focus to one that also considers restorative justice practices.47 As part of this discussion I showcase the initiatives of Fair and Just Prosecution, a network of progressive prosecutors.48 I then shift the focus to public defenders and discuss the specific negotiation skills that public defenders can use to plea bargain race.49 I also extrapolate lessons from two groundbreaking scholarships on plea bargaining race: The Shadow Bargainers50 and Unshackling Plea Bargaining From Racial Bias.51 The final section concludes with an updated narrative of how public defenders and prosecutors can plea bargain to mitigate racially disparate justice outcomes.

II. PLEA BARGAINING RACE AS PRACTICED YIELDS RACIALLY DISPARATE OUTCOMES

In this section, I explain how the plea bargaining process, as traditionally practiced by the stereotypical public defender and prosecutor, is likely to yield racially disparate justice outcomes. The speed of the process,52 the

43. See infra Part II.
44. See infra Part III.
45. See infra Part IV.
46. Id.
47. See, e.g., Davis, supra note 23, at 94-95; Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2335-36 ("[S]ymbolic reparation can indeed occur within our criminal law system once we understand restorative justice as part of it."); Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2313 ("[P]roponents must argue that restorative justice serves the public consistently with conventional criminal justice philosophies, policies, objectives, and principles.").
49. See infra Part IV.B.
50. Wright et al., supra note 39, at 1.
51. Greenberg, supra 3, at 94.
52. See DANIEL KAHNEMAN, THINKING, FAST AND SLOW 86-87 (2011) (explaining how System I thinking, also known as fast, unconscious thinking, allows implicit biases to emerge).
unfettered discretion of the prosecutor, and the retributive focus coalesce to create a justice negotiation that is compromised by racial bias. Furthermore, the positional posture of plea negotiations in which public defenders and prosecutors maintain a narrow focus on retributive justice precludes any meaningful discussion about what would be an appropriate and responsive justice outcome for that defendant.

A. Traditional Plea Bargaining Practice

A common plea bargaining scene: A public defender and a prosecutor, both assigned to the same case, meet by happenstance in a busy courthouse corridor. Even though neither prosecutor or public defender has spent much time preparing for this negotiation, they still decide to seize the moment, check one more item off their “to do” list and plea bargain the case. Together they seek refuge in a corner of the corridor and throw out possible pleas and prison sentences, framed within the contours of what the prosecutor is willing to consider a just resolution. This negotiation may take place in under five minutes.


Cognitive behavioral psychologists teach that our implicit biases are more likely to emerge and influence our decision making when we are required to make fast decisions and when we have broad discretion, rather than a defined structure, about how to make that decision. Thus, “[t]he speed of the plea bargaining process itself makes it more likely that the implicit racial biases” of public defenders and prosecutors may emerge and further prejudice the plea negotiation. Moreover, the broad discretion of the prosecutor to decide the appropriate contours of the plea and sentence make

54. Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, 2317 (In a retributive justice system, “[p]unishment is proportional to the severity of the crime and is influenced by mitigating and aggravating circumstances.”).
55. Greenberg, supra note 3, at 130.
56. Most cases are “settled through plea bargains in which a defendant agrees to plead guilty in exchange for a reduced sentence.” Bikel, supra note 7.
57. Greenberg, supra note 3, at 122.
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. Id. at 127.
61. Id. at 94.
it more likely that the prosecutor’s implicit racial bias will emerge and demand more punitive and harsher sentences for Black defendants.62 Consequently, the speed and lack of procedural structure in plea bargaining make it more likely that the implicit racial biases of the public defenders and prosecutors will contaminate the plea bargaining process.63

C. Retributive Justice Focus Narrows the Justice Options

For the most part, the plea bargaining focus maintains a narrow focus on retributive justice: what is the appropriate amount of prison time a defendant should serve for the crime committed? Retributive justice focuses on punishment at the exclusion of rehabilitation.64 This narrow focus precludes a broader understanding of why, if at all, the defendant committed the crime, and what are possible responsive options for the defendant to acknowledge and take responsibility for the crime committed.65 Moreover, since retributive justice is doled out by the state, there is no meaningful input from the community or the victim.66 Thus, the focus on retributive justice in plea bargaining narrows the possible value added that could be had if plea bargaining was expanded to include a restorative justice focus.67

D. Negotiation Scholars: Plea Bargaining As Practiced Ignores Good Negotiation Practice

Plea bargaining scholars have called out to prosecutors and public defenders to heed the lessons taught by negotiation scholars and integrate the lessons into their plea bargaining process.68 As one lesson, renowned negotiation scholar William Ury states that in effective negotiations, it is vital to “go slow to go fast.”69 In other words, plea bargaining race, as in all negotiations, requires a slower, more deliberate process to achieve a more equitable justice outcome.70 As part of a slower negotiation process, public defenders and prosecutors must prepare for the negotiation.71 Part of that

63. Id. at 130.
64. Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, 2317-18.
65. Id. at 2320-21.
66. Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2320 (describing that a restorative justice system, unlike a retributive justice system, requires input from the offender and the victim in order to be effective).
67. Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2320-21 (discussing the benefits of a restorative justice approach to criminal punishment).
68. See, e.g., Alkon & Schneider, supra note 39; Roberts & Wright, supra note 39, at 1471-72 ("[S]udies about the effectiveness of using particular elements from negotiation theory more generally support the claim that training matters.").
69. Ury, supra note 27, at 187.
70. Greenberg, supra note 3, at 127 (recommending plea bargainers slow down the negotiation process in order to “manage implicit biases.").
71. Ury, supra note 27, at 15.
preparation for plea bargaining race includes figuring out each side’s prioritized interests, 72 considering viable options, 73 using objective standards to help select an option, 74 and identifying the best alternative to a negotiated agreement if your plea bargaining fails. 75 It is important to note that racial bias, like any bias, contributes to making plea bargaining a subjective process swayed by the preferences of the negotiators, the public defenders, and prosecutors. 76 Therefore, objective data about the ultimate sentences received by other similarly situated white defendants will help keep the race plea bargaining process a fairer process in which Black defendants do not receive harsher sentences than their white counterparts who committed a similar crime. 77

Negotiation scholars also advise how to shift the traditional in person plea bargaining process from a positional one in which public defenders and prosecutors trade charges and sentences back and forth to an interest-based negotiation in which public defenders and prosecutor share information and problem-solve to arrive at an equitable and responsive justice resolution rather than just going back and forth about acceptable charges and sentences. 78 Rather than have a case be just one more file to dispense with among an overflowing pile of case files, together the public defender and prosecutor should meet to consider the justice options for a particular case. 79

A central distinction in an interest-based negotiation is that the prosecutor and public defender share information. 80 According to an interest-based plea bargaining process, the prosecutor readily shares all evidence, including exculpatory evidence, with the goal of working with the public defender to arrive at an equitable resolution. 81 A public defender participating in an interest-based plea bargaining shares information about the defendant that helps humanize the defendant, explain any extenuating circumstances, and contribute to the public defender’s independent investigation. Together the prosecutor and public defender consider what is a just, equitable resolution for each defendant, given the particular circumstances of their case.

72.  Id. at 17.
73.  Id. at 19.
74.  Id. at 20.
75.  Id. at 22.
76.  Wright et al., supra note 39, at 23.
78.  Fisher et al., supra note 28 (explaining how to focus on interests, not positions); Mnookin et al., supra note 28; Ury, supra note 27, at 11 (discussing how to manage the tension between creating and distributing value by sharing information).
80.  Id. at 139-40.
81.  Id.
How likely is it that public defenders and prosecutors actually implement these plea bargaining changes? The remainder of the paper will discuss how these changes are being implemented and how progressive prosecutors are creating reform in the criminal justice culture that incentivize prosecutors and public defenders to implement these plea bargaining process changes.

III. PROGRESSIVE PROSECUTORS ARE CHANGING THE PLEA BARGAINING RACE CULTURE

In this section, I report on a new breed of prosecutors, Progressive Prosecutors, and highlight the work of Fair and Just Prosecution, a network of progressive prosecutors. Progressive prosecutors, as the label connotes, opt to use, rather than misuse, their broad prosecutorial powers to enact criminal justice reform measures designed to mitigate racially disparate justice outcomes. In their role, progressive prosecutors develop policies, implement procedures and follow-through with practices that yield race-neutral and just outcomes. These prosecutors keep data about their efforts to ensure that their outcome is consistent with their intent, and when it isn’t, to take corrective measures. Progressive prosecutors have created Conviction Integrity Units (CIUs) to help correct the wrongs of past prosecutorial conduct by reinvestigating past cases in which there may have been abuse that may have resulted in “wrongful convictions or injustice.”

Progressive Prosecutors are also rethinking how they might integrate a more restorative justice approach in appropriate cases to ameliorate past injustices. After all, these prosecutors consider it their obligation to decide whether referring defendants to diversion programs or seeking appropriate justice by not requesting the maximum sentence is more appropriate than the traditional prosecutorial process.

---

82. See EMILY BAZELON, CHARGED: THE NEW MOVEMENT TO TRANSFORM AMERICAN PROSECUTION AND END MASS INCARCERATION 159 (2019) ("[A]s long as we have an adversarial system, we will be in urgent need or prosecutors who are committed to social and racial justice."); Angela J. Davis, Reimagining Prosecution A Growing Progressive Movement, 3 UCLA CRIM. JUST. L. REV. 1 (2019) ("In recent years, some elected prosecutors have sought to . . . [use] their power and discretion with the goals of . . . reducing mass incarceration, eliminating racial disparities, and seeking justice for all.").

83. About FJP, supra note 48.

84. Id.

85. Id.


87. Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2287 (describing prosecutors’ predisposition to disliking a restorative justice process).

88. Id.
A. Fair and Just Prosecution (FJP)

Founded in 2017, FJP is a national network of newly-elected prosecutors, who are using their prosecutorial powers to enact criminal justice reform. Miriam Krinsky, the Executive Director of Fair and Just Prosecution, explains that the organization is founded on a “different vision of a justice system, one that is grounded in principles of fairness, equity and compassion.” These organizational principles are brought to life through mentoring, educational resources, and collaborative justice reform projects. Together, this network is creating a criminal justice culture shift in which progressive prosecutors are using their broad powers to produce equitable justice outcomes.

FJP has three projects of note—the Justice Collaborative, 55 Prosecutorial Performance Indicators, and Restorative Justice Issues at a Glance. These projects change the criminal justice reform conversation about prosecutorial misconduct from a conversation about “what’s wrong with prosecutors” to a conversation about “what and how prosecutors can do” to remedy these wrongs. Moreover, FJP’s projects provide a strategic map of affirmative steps progressive prosecutors can take to foster a more equitable justice system. Consequently, these initiatives are creating a more responsive and less racially disparate plea bargaining culture in which public defenders and prosecutors plea bargain race.

B. FJP 21 Principles for the 21st Century Prosecutor

FJP co-authored “21 Principles for the 21st Century Prosecutor,” a guidebook that outlines affirmative steps to help progressive prosecutors enact their vision of criminal justice outcomes that “reduce incarceration,” “increase fairness,” and strengthen the health of communities. The handbook was produced in collaboration with the Brennan Center of Justice and the Justice Collaborative. Reading the twenty-one principles is like a criminal justice reformer’s dream list for Santa. The handbook discusses how

91. About FJP, supra note 48.
92. Id.
94. About FJP, supra note 48.
95. Id.
96. Voices of Change, supra note 89.
98. Id. at 2.
to create a more transparent culture in the district attorney’s office by redefining the prosecutor’s prosecutorial power, re-characterizing the relationship between prosecutors and defense attorneys, and reinforcing the need for prosecutorial accountability.\(^9\) The focus is on mitigating racial disparities, including restorative practices, and on committing prosecutors to monitor their efforts to mitigate racial disparities on an ongoing basis.\(^10\)

When read in their entirety, all the principles address the individual contributors of the racially disproportionate outcomes in plea bargaining and create a more equitable playing field when plea bargaining race.\(^11\) Yet, specific principles are directly relevant to making plea bargaining race a fairer and more just process. Foremost, progressive prosecutors are to address racial disparities.\(^12\) Progressive prosecutors should charge with restraint and plea bargain fairly so that the charge and concomitant punishment is commensurate with other defendants who have committed similar crimes.\(^13\) When considering which defendants to charge, progressive prosecutors must minimize misdemeanors to help minimize the systemic racist policing.\(^14\) treat Black children who are defendants as children to help cut off the school to prison pipeline,\(^15\) and encourage the treatment, not criminalization, of mental illness\(^16\) and drug addiction.\(^17\)

When considering the appropriate case disposition, progressive prosecutors are to promote restorative justice options where appropriate,\(^18\) and make diversion the rule.\(^19\) Such an expanded prosecutorial mindset about appropriate justice outcomes will minimize the disproportionate number of Black defendants incarcerated and punished without rehabilitation.\(^20\) This restorative focus is also likely to minimize the recidivism of formerly incarcerated defendants, because, as part of a

\(^{9}\) Id. at 19-20.

\(^{10}\) Id. at 15-16.

\(^{11}\) Id. Prosecutors can confront these issues in ways such as publicly committing to reducing racial and ethnic disparities, promoting racial equity, and implicit bias training within their role in the communities they serve. Id.

\(^{12}\) 21 Principles, supra note 97, at 15-16. Prosecutors can confront these issues in ways such as publicly committing to reducing racial and ethnic disparities, promoting racial equity, and implicit bias training within their role in the communities they serve. Id.

\(^{13}\) Id. at 5-6. Prosecutors should evaluate cases early to dismiss if they are weak, avoid the maximum possible charge as a matter of course, refrain from withdrawing plea offers while defendants wait to hear from a jury, and limit the use of sentencing enhancements. Id.

\(^{14}\) Id. at 10-11. Prosecutors should avoid charging misdemeanors associated with poverty, mental illness, and homelessness, nor should they charge sex works or clients who are both 18 years of age and consent, and they should develop cite and release programs to keep people out of jail. Id.

\(^{15}\) Id. at 9-10.

\(^{16}\) Id. at 7-8.

\(^{17}\) 21 Principles, supra note 97, at 8-9.

\(^{18}\) Id. at 12-13.

\(^{19}\) Id. at 4.

\(^{20}\) Id. at 27, note 9.
restorative focus, the defendant will also receive necessary rehabilitation. Of significance, in the restorative process, the community and victim will play a role in ensuring that the defendant is held accountable for their crimes and that their community is kept safe.

C. 55 Prosecutorial Performance Indicators

Stated principles about a new justice paradigm to mitigate disparate justice outcomes are just words unless prosecutors take affirmative steps to follow through on these principles. Thus, FJP, in collaboration with criminologists from Loyola University at Chicago and Florida International University, has also created 55 Prosecutorial Performance Indicators. The purpose of these performance indicators is to ensure that the articulated aspirations and goals of each district attorney’s office are actually supported by data. Included in these 55 items are indicators used to determine if district attorneys are protecting and servicing victims and whether they are allocating adequate time to achieve these priorities. As discussed, a more thoughtful plea bargaining process takes more time than the traditional courthouse in-the-corner-exchange-of-charges-and-sentences. Therefore, the performance indicator is an accountability measure for progressive prosecutors to synchronize their goals with their allocation of time and resources.

Restorative Justice Briefing Paper

The FJP briefing paper on Restorative Justice, part of FJP’s Issues at a Glance series, educates interested prosecutors about how the restorative justice approach provides an alternate lens in which to respond and provide justice. The paper explains how prosecutors can collaborate with the community to develop more responsive justice outcomes for the community, the victim and the defendant and offers strategies for them to do so.

---

111. 21 Principles, supra note 97, at 4.
112. Id. at 12.
115. 21 Principles, supra note 97, at 12.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Greenberg, supra note 3, at 127-29.
119. 21 Principles, supra note 97, at 12.
121. Id.
paper is more than selling a pipe dream. Of significance, this paper provides a national sampling of state models and legislation that have successfully adopted a restorative justice approach.122

D. Progressive Prosecutors In Action

Progressive prosecutors are gaining national traction.123 State’s Attorney Kim Foxx in Cook County, Illinois; District Attorney Larry Krasner in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Prosecuting Attorney Dan Satterberg in King County Washington; State Attorney Monique Worrell in Orlando, Florida; Gordon McLaughlin in Colorado’s Eighth Judicial District; District Attorney Chesa Boudin in San Francisco; and District Attorney Eric Gonzalez in Brooklyn, New York are among the increasing number of progressive prosecutors who are implementing criminal justice reforms in their jurisdictions.124

A Frontline eight-part documentary on the work of District Attorney Larry Krasner in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania highlights the trials and tribulations of being a progressive prosecutor.125 For example, Larry Krasner was elected in 2017 in a landslide victory, promising to end mass incarceration and to eradicate the systemic racial structure that perpetuated mass incarceration.126 Yet, this same criminal justice reform stance that got him elected, created antagonistic relationships with those he needed to work with to implement such change such as within the police force.127

Additionally, it is important to note that the decision to elect a progressive prosecutor is a politicized one128 and is less likely to take hold in small, insular areas that prefer maintaining the status quo.129 Moreover, not all elected

122. Id.
124. Morrison, supra note 123 (vowing to bring more accountability to police shootings, keep a closer eye on police misconduct, address mass incarceration, including alternatives to incarceration, and reduce the prosecutions for nonviolent crimes).
126. Id.
127. Id.
128. Young, supra note 123 (discussing how the 2020 election showed a growing trend for “reform-minded prosecutors.”).
129. Romero, supra note 10, at 815-16. Given that the decision to elect a progressive prosecutor is a politicized one, a locality is less likely to be incentivized to elect a progressive prosecutor if most residents are satisfied with the justice outcomes, prefer to maintain the status quo, and do not see a need for a justice reformer. Id. at 817.
progressive prosecutors are welcomed with open arms. For example, St. Louis Missouri Prosecutor Kim Gardner has received resistance and push back for her reform activism against police brutality.130

In their engagement with public defenders, progressive prosecutors are creating a plea bargaining culture change.131 Through their activism, these prosecutors are transforming their once highly adversarial relationship when plea bargaining with public defenders into a more collaborative one.132 Public defenders are now having informed conversations with prosecutors rather than just trading charges and sentencing numbers.133 Instead, the conversations the attorneys are having during plea bargaining are more productive conversations about responsive justice.134 This culture change is resetting the plea bargaining table. Furthermore, those prosecutors who are committing to adopt a restorative justice stance that involves community and victims, are mobilizing community support and winning elections.135

E. But . . .

Even though for many the status quo is unbearable, and the constructive use of prosecutorial power is a welcome fix to an untenable situation, there are still those doubters and naysayers who do not support the concept of progressive prosecutors.136 Doubters point to the paucity of data about the efficacy of progressive prosecutors and question the zeal of those who are jumping on the progressive prosecutorial bandwagon without that data.137 Also, there are naysayers who prefer an abolitionist approach rather than the
criminal justice reform approach of progressive prosecutors. Accordingly, they believe the criminal justice system is so broken, it cannot be fixed.

Still there are others, who believe that nothing is broken, and nothing needs to be fixed. For example, more insular and conservative regions are happy with the status quo, and consider racial justice to be less of a priority. The population of such communities might be less diverse, and the voices of those suffering from racial disparate outcomes are less likely to be heard. Thus, in such intransient communities resistant to racial justice reform, the incentives for change are weaker.

Law schools must accept responsibility for maintaining the status quo and resisting these criminal justice reforms. For example, many law schools who have criminal justice clinics, structure the clinic selection so that students can take either the criminal defense clinic or the prosecution clinic. A more helpful pedagogical model would be one that requires those students who are interested in criminal justice to take both clinics, so that students develop a balanced perspective of the role of prosecutors and public defenders. Education about restorative justice should be part of that clinical experience. As part of a more realistic criminal justice experiential learning, law schools should also teach students plea bargaining.

Progressive prosecutors are reforming the criminal justice system and the plea bargaining process. Next, public defenders should consider how they, in the midst of this cultural reform, can enhance their plea bargaining race skills to achieve more racially equitable outcomes.

138. See, e.g., The Paradox of Progressive Prosecution, 132 Harv. L. Rev. 748, 758-68 (2018) (comparing reform to eating a piece of moldy bread and questioning whether it is a preferable alternative to simply throwing it out) [hereinafter “The Paradox”].
139. Id. at 758-68.
140. Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2299.
141. Romero, supra note 10, at 818 (describing the author’s discussion of race with other attorneys in Utah).
142. Green & Bazelon, supra note 24, at 2308.
143. See Dancig-Rosenberg & Gal, supra note 24, at 2318.
144. See Mariah Stewart, Law Schools Have Started a Criminal Justice Reform Movement, Insight Into Diversity (June 24, 2020), https://www.insightintodiversity.com/law-schools-have-started-a-criminal-justice-reform-movement/ (“Mass incarceration, overworked public defenders, and a lack of rehabilitation programs are . . . problems plaguing the nation’s criminal justice system. . . . Law schools play a critical role in redressing such wrongs.”).
145. See Public Interest Clinics, American Bar Association, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/center-pro-bono/resources/directory_of_law_school_public_interest_pro_bono_programs/definitions/pi_clinics/ (listing the different clinics offered by participating law schools).
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IV. PUBLIC DEFENDERS CAN ENHANCE PLEA BARGAINING RACE SKILLS

This section will spotlight two recent articles about plea bargaining: *The Shadow Bargainers*\(^{149}\) and *Unshackling Plea Bargaining from Racial Bias*\(^{150}\). These articles provide an understanding of how public defenders plea bargain race and what they can do to improve their plea bargaining skills.\(^{151}\)

A. *The Shadow Bargainers*

This study shows that junior public defenders with less than eight years of experience already approach plea bargaining with a restorative justice mindset which the authors label “shadow of the client.”\(^{152}\) This study also indicates that there is a need for public defenders to hone their plea bargaining skills so that when they bargain for their client’s justice, their negotiation strategies are consistent with advancing their client’s prioritized goals.\(^{153}\)

The researchers sent a survey to 2,265 public defenders working in 21 offices across 13 states. They received responses from 579 attorneys.\(^{154}\) The researchers then surveyed the responding public defenders about their preparation for plea bargaining and the actual bargaining strategies they used when plea bargaining with prosecutors.\(^{155}\) The study revealed two important insights.\(^{156}\) First, junior public defenders with up to eight years of experience, prepared for plea negotiation by bargaining in the “shadow of the client” compared to more senior public defenders who prepared for plea bargaining by bargaining in the “shadow of the trial.”\(^{157}\) Second, those attorneys who reported to bargain in the “shadow of the client” did not follow through and continued to prioritize their client’s concerns in the actual plea bargaining process.\(^{158}\) Thus, there is a gap in how public defenders self-report and what they actually do in plea bargaining.\(^{159}\)

The researchers explained that public defenders prepare for plea bargaining by comparing their possible negotiated outcome with one of two world views: the “shadow of the trial” or the “shadow of the client.”\(^{160}\) Their study showed that more senior public defenders, those with more than eight
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years of experience, prepare for plea bargaining by considering the strength of their evidence and the likely adjudicated outcome if this case was not plea bargained, but resolved by trial.\textsuperscript{161} It is likely that public defenders who prepare for plea bargaining in the “shadow of trial,” find a more trial-centered focus will be more aligned with negotiating with a prosecutor who shares a retributive justice frame.\textsuperscript{162}

In a different alignment, those public defenders who prepare for plea bargaining in the “shadow of the client” category, are more likely to be aligned with those prosecutors who are negotiating within a restorative justice frame.\textsuperscript{163} Such public defenders bargaining in the “shadow of the client” consider the client’s wants and needs, life circumstances, the client’s pre-trial custody, the client’s “blameworthiness,” and other equitable factors and any collateral consequences that may result from any conviction.\textsuperscript{164} All these needs are more easily addressed within a restorative, rather than retributive, justice framework.\textsuperscript{165}

Interestingly, this study also cracked the stereotype about public defenders being ineffective because of an overwhelming caseload.\textsuperscript{166} Some of the public defenders minimized the effects of their caseloads on their plea bargain preparation.\textsuperscript{167} Rather, public defenders reported that the size of their caseload did not adversely impact their negotiation outcomes.\textsuperscript{168} The authors of the study opined that the reason for this minimization is that public defenders might regard the time needed to prepare for plea bargaining as significantly less than preparing for trial.\textsuperscript{169}

There are gaps between what public defenders do in plea bargaining and how they self-report.\textsuperscript{170} For example, the public defenders surveyed voiced the importance of a good reputation and a good relationship between negotiating partners.\textsuperscript{171} Yet, in their surveys, they ranked interpersonal relationships and reputation at the bottom of the important factors in a negotiation.\textsuperscript{172} There were also other gaps in what public defenders said were a part of good practice and in how they ranked the time spent in that practice.\textsuperscript{173} For example, less time is spent on factual investigation of
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witnesses, site visits,\textsuperscript{174} and on legal research, especially in cases involving misdemeanors where legal research may make a difference in the outcome.\textsuperscript{175} Furthermore, during the actual bargaining process itself, public defenders do not engage in the strategic sharing of information, and often wait for the prosecutor to make the first move.\textsuperscript{176} In fact, this is a lost opportunity for public defenders who bargain in the “shadow of the client,” because they not only withhold relevant information about their client, but they make offers that were, for the most part, unfavorable for their client.\textsuperscript{177}

The article also reported on how little time the public defenders reported spending on plea bargaining a case including the time spent on bargaining discussions and advising clients.\textsuperscript{178} For misdemeanors, public defenders reported spending 20 minutes plea bargaining and 17 minutes advising the client about the offer.\textsuperscript{179} To the horror of this author, the researchers commented that they thought these estimates were inflated and that public defenders actually spent less time on plea bargaining.\textsuperscript{180} When asked how plea bargaining was conducted, public defenders ranked in order of use— in person in courthouse, email, telephone, in person in office, text message, letter via fax or postal service.\textsuperscript{181}

Thus, the \textit{Shadow Bargainers} identifies the more junior public defenders as already having a restorative justice mindset, the “shadow of the client,” when they prepare for plea bargaining.\textsuperscript{182} This mindset is aligned with those of progressive prosecutors.\textsuperscript{183} However, once the actual bargaining begins, the public defenders would benefit from additional negotiation training.\textsuperscript{184} For example, devoting adequate time and preparation for the negotiation, appreciating the value of sharing information, becoming comfortable with initiating the discussion and conducting the negotiation in person in a location without distraction will help public defenders advance their clients’ interest and plea bargain race more effectively.\textsuperscript{185}
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B. Unshackling Plea Bargaining from Racial Bias

Unshackling Plea Bargaining from Racial Bias ties together the social activism of progressive prosecutors and the research about public defenders and provides a road map that integrates the organizational values, structures, procedures, and individual skills both public defenders and prosecutors need to plea bargain race.186

First, the offices of public defenders and district attorneys need to make equitable justice outcomes a stated priority.187 Flowing from that priority, there needs to be an organizational and procedural alignment with that goal.188 Each office should develop an operational plan delineating the steps needed to achieve that goal.189 For example, office policies and procedures need to be modified to ensure that attorneys have adequate time and support to prepare for plea bargaining race.190 Time is needed to conduct a thorough client interview, make a site visit, question witnesses and conduct adequate legal research, beyond a cursory review of the file.191 Moreover, a data collection process should be implemented to ensure that each office is actually achieving their stated goal—minimizing disparate racial justice outcomes.192 If needed, budgetary adjustments should be made to accommodate these necessary programmatic changes.193

Both group and individual de-biasing training will help heighten legal actors’ awareness of their own implicit biases about race and need to be part of this commitment to mitigate racially disparate justice outcomes.194 Prosecutors and public defenders should hold joint office trainings on implicit bias so that each side shares and appreciates the biases both hold.195 Joint de-biasing training will also help to foster and strengthen the collaboration necessary in a more problem-solving plea bargaining stance.196 Besides joint training, individual lawyers should self-administer the IAT to reinforce their own awareness of their own racial biases.197 With this self-awareness about their own biases, prosecutors and public defenders can prepare for plea bargaining race.198
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An essential focus is to ensure that public defenders and district attorneys hone their plea bargaining race skills. Prior to beginning plea bargaining race, public defenders and district attorneys should complete a plea bargaining worksheet.199 The preparation of the worksheet slows down the plea bargaining preparation process and reminds attorneys of the important and qualitative information they need before they actually begin bargaining—the education, familial background and employment history of the individual, including a photo;200 previous criminal history, disposition and overall compliance with parole;201 a description of the alleged crime and witness interviews; extenuating circumstances;202 political or social factors that influence how the crime is perceived;203 self-awareness about the lawyer’s own bias(es) about the individual or alleged crime;204 consideration of how the other side will complete the worksheet;205 information you wish to get from the other side during the bargaining;206 information you wish to convey to the other side during the bargaining;207 and clarification about the client’s prioritized interests.208

The preparation of the plea bargaining worksheet should not take place in a vacuum. Rather, each office should create teams whose members are resources for each other in plea bargaining preparation and provide a check on any plea bargaining bias.209 Furthermore, offices should hold regular case debriefs to ensure that plea bargaining race outcomes align with the stated goals – minimizing racially disparate outcomes.210 If the plea bargaining race outcomes still yield disparate justice outcomes, then the office needs to rethink their process and take additional remedial measures that will yield more equitable outcomes.211

Then, the public defender and prosecutor will be ready for the actual bargaining.212 The meeting should take place in a setting where there are no distractions so that the prosecutor and public defenders can focus on the important task at hand, negotiating racial justice for this client.213 Throughout
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the meeting each side will share information and maintain a collaborative tenor—what is appropriate and responsive justice for this client given the facts of this case.214 During this more client-focused discussion, the prosecutor and public defender will have a restorative justice focus.215 This broader focus will incentivize the prosecutor and public defender to consider not only an appropriate punishment, but to also consider which rehabilitative approach will help the defendant return to the community as a constructive, contributing member.216 At the conclusion of the meeting, the public defender will then meet with the client, present the plea bargain option, counsel the client about any collateral consequences of accepting the plea and help the client assess if the proposed plea bargain option advances the client’s prioritized interests.217

One should note that this type of plea bargaining is deliberate, thoughtful, and likely to minimize disparate racial justice outcomes in plea bargaining.218 As informed by cognitive behavioral the speed, lack of awareness and broad discretion that allows implicit racial biases to influence decision making are tempered by the slower pace, heightened awareness and alternate structure of this type of plea bargain.219 Learning from negotiation theorists, both public defenders and prosecutors spend meaningful time preparing for the plea bargain.220 They appreciate that plea negotiations take time, and dedicate adequate time for this process.221 During the bargaining process, they share information about the client, the crime, and extenuating circumstances.222 They problem-solve to consider viable justice options. Both are never forgetting an overriding justice goal—to ensure equitable justice for all.223

V. IN CONCLUSION, WE THROW OUT THE OLD STEREOTYPES AND BEGIN A NEW NARRATIVE . . .

It is fitting that this paper begins and ends with the quote from President Obama. “Change will not come if we wait for some other person or some other time. We are the ones we’ve been waiting for. We are the change that we seek.”224 Some public defenders and progressive prosecutors have heeded
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this message and are becoming agents of change for plea bargaining race. Significantly, they are changing the way they plea bargain race by adopting a broader restorative justice approach where appropriate and honing their negotiation skills.

As with any culture change, a few lead the way before the mainstream follows. How do we incentivize such criminal justice influencers like law schools, politicians, and communities to maintain this reform momentum? Public defenders and prosecutors committed to moving the justice reform movement forward, should also take heed of the expressed concerns of the naysayers. Presenting a greater challenge, public defenders and prosecutors, as part of their plea bargaining race reform efforts, need to right the wrongs done by past public defenders and prosecutors, so that going forward, communities have greater trust in plea bargaining race, specifically, and the criminal justice system as a whole.

At this juncture in the plea bargaining reform efforts, there is value in telling a more truthful narrative about public defenders and prosecutors. That narrative both captures the reform efforts that are making a difference without ever losing sight of the deleterious wrongs of maintaining the plea bargaining status quo. For, it is those past wrongs that guide and educate reformers about the reforms that are needed in this new plea bargaining race process and the safeguards that need to be implemented to ensure that plea bargaining race never reverts back to the status quo. That more truthful narrative is an important marker that tells us where we are, where we’ve been, and where we still need to go.
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